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ENGLISH
I.1.

CREATIVE WRITING
Look at the picture and write five sentences about it.

5

2.

Write five sentences about ‘Uses of trees’.

5
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GRAMMAR
II.1. Write a describing word or an adjective for each noun.
1
Use words from the brackets. (curly, funny, pretty)
a) _______________ shells
b) ________________ hair
2.
Give one word for the following.
1
a) Something that will happen in a slow way. _______________________
b) Doing something with lot of care. _____________________________
3.
Fill in the blanks with ‘a’ ‘an’ or ‘the’.
1
a) I can climb _________ tree. __________ tree is very big.
b) My mother gave me _________ apricot and _______ banana at tea time.
4.
Fill in the blanks with correct word from the brackets.
1
a) A clock has a face but _________ cannot smile! (it / we)
b) The fruits are __________ the basket. (in / after)
5.
Fill in the blanks with ‘and ‘ or ‘but’.
1
a) We boiled the potatoes __________ made sandwiches.
b) I fell down __________ I did not cry.
SPELLING
III.1. Fill in the missing letters.
4
a) c___w___ng
b) s___a___ed
c) p___o___lem d) s___r___rise
2.
Unscramble the following.
4
a) rashk __________________
b) ncbarhes _________________
c) ienfdrs _________________
d) seugs ___________________
3.
Circle the correct spelling.
2
a) whispered wispered whisperd
b) foundten
fountain
foundain
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c) storey
d) piter

storie
pittar

storiy
pitter

VOCABULARY
IV.1. Fill in the blanks with the opposites of the underlined words from the
brackets.
2
(cold, difficult, thin, dry)
a) It was easy to find Whaley. It was not ______________.
b) The cover of the book is thick. The pages are _______________.
c) We got wet in the rain. Mother will _______________ our clothes.
d) The tea is hot. The lemonade is _______________.
2.
Write opposites.
4
a) hide _________________
b) long _____________
c) happy _________________
d) huge ______________
3.
Make sentences with the following words.
2
a) hatched _________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
b) heard __________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
4.
Make two words from the following word.
2
INDEPENDENCE a) _________________
b) _________________
LITERATURE
V.1. Write true or false.
2
a) A banyan tree can grow as tall as the sky. _______________
b) Whaley liked to play hide-and-seek. _______________
c) Tubby was playing in Andy’s bed.
_______________
d) Birds love the banyan tree.
_______________
2.
Choose the correct word from the brackets and fill in the blanks.
3
a) Whaley was a _______________. (fat cat, baby whale)
b) Andy was _______________ to see Tubby in his bed. (happy, surprised)
c) Many animals live in the _______________ tree. (wheat, banyan)
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3.

VI.

Answer the following questions.
5
a) Why is the banyan tree useful to us?
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
b) What was Whaley’s favourite past time?
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
c) ‘I have an idea’. What was the idea?
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
d) What are hanging roots?
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
HANDWRITING
Amma says that nature is our Mother; she gives us our food, water, fuel and
everything for this life. We can take things from nature, but only what we
need. We should never take anything out of greed. But these days human
beings are not showing respect to nature.
5
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